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IHAB KHALIL - The Road Map to Fatah and Hamas Reconciliation – The Corner Stone of Palestinian National Unity

SRGJAN HADJI-NIKOLOV - The Dissolution of Yugoslavia and the Creation of New Criteria for Statehood.


YURIY TYRKUS - European Integration in the Context of the Internal Political Consolidation of Ukraine


WALID CHAKROUN - The American Doctrine of Pre-emptive Self-Defence.

MOHAMED BIALY ALOLAIMY - Egyptian Foreign Policy After the 2011 Revolution.

BILAL NSOUR - The Economic Implications of the accession of Jordan to the Gulf Cooperation Council.

NAJLA AMDOUNI - US Foreign Policy after 9/11: The Iraq War.

SANDRO CURMI - The Camp David Accords in the aftermath of the Egyptian Uprising.

ETIENNE MICALLEF - Official Development Assistance (ODA) of small EU Member States: How can small states use their size to the advantage of their ODA?

IRAKLI ABESADZE - Ukrainian foreign policy – formation and trends


JUBILATA SHAO - Applicability of Regional Integration Theories in regional blocs: the Case of the East African Community.

ASLAN JAFARLI - The Union for the Mediterranean: the Role of Turkey.

HISHAM SALLAM - The Impact of Piracy off the Coast of Somalia and the role of the UN in developing International Law.